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Abstract
We dene a natural stratication on the Kuranishi space of Calabi–Yau threefold with terminal singularities.
By using this stratication, we give a su2cient and necessary condition for a singular Calabi–Yau threefold
to be smoothed by a 3at deformation. ? 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
0.1. Background and example
In this paper, we shall dene a natural stratication on the Kuranishi space of a Calabi–Yau
threefold with terminal singularities. By using this stratication, we give a su)cient and necessary
condition for a singular Calabi–Yau threefold to be smoothed by a 3at deformation.
Calabi–Yau threefolds with terminal singularities play an important role in minimal model theory.
We start with a smooth projective threefold Y with Kodaira dimension 0. By a modication of the
Bogomolov decomposition theorem (cf. [24, Corollary 1:4]), if 1(Y ) is not a nite group, then Y
is, up to >etale cover, birationally equivalent to an Abelian threefold or the product of a K3 surface
and an elliptic curve. If 1(Y ) is a nite group, then we take a minimal model X ′ of Y in the sense
of Mori [20]. By the abundance theorem [16], X ′ is a normal projective threefold with terminal
singularities such that mKX ′ ∼ 0 for some positive integer m. We call such a threefold a Q-Calabi–
Yau threefold and the minimal positive integer m with the above property is called the index of
X ′. In particular, if m = 1, then X ′ is called a Calabi–Yau threefold. If m¿ 1, then one has a
nite cyclic cover f :X → X ′ of degree m such that X is a Calabi–Yau threefold and that f is
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>etale outside the singular points of X ′. Thus, the classication of smooth projective threefolds with
Kodaira dimension 0 is, roughly speaking, equivalent to the classication of Calabi–Yau threefolds
and the possible Z=mZ-actions on them. At the moment, thousand diGerent families of Calabi–
Yaus are already known (cf. [14,10,28]). They have various Euler numbers. But many of them
with large second Betti number have birational contraction maps to singular Calabi–Yau threefolds
(cf. [34]), and moreover, such singular Calabi–Yau threefolds often have 3at deformations to new
(non-singular) Calabi–Yau threefolds (cf. [27,9,23]). Let us observe a typical example which will
be treated in this paper.
Example. Let P be the P2-bundle P(O ⊕ O(−2) ⊕ O(−3)) over P1. Denote by x; y and z the
following natural injections; respectively:
O(−2)→ O⊕ O(−2)⊕ O(−3);
O(−3)→ O⊕ O(−2)⊕ O(−3);
O→ O⊕ O(−2)⊕ O(−3):
Let S be a rational elliptic surface dened as a Weierstrass model
y2z = x3 + bz3;
where b∈H 0(P1;O(6)). If b is general, then S is smooth and has exactly six singular bers of type
II (i.e. cuspidal rational curves). S has an automorphism  over P1 dened by x → !x, y → y,
z → z where ! is a primitive 3 root of 1. On the other hand, S has an involution  dened by x → x,
y → −y, z → z. Dene X to be the ber product of the rational elliptic surfaces over P1, namely,
X :=S ×P1 S (cf. [22,28]). X is a singular Calabi–Yau threefold with six singular points p1; : : : ; p6.
These singularities are analytically isomorphic to the singularity: {(s; t; u; v); s2 − t3 = u2 − v3}: We
dene an automorphism  of X by :=×.  is an automorphism of order 6. Put D1:={(p; q)∈ S×P1
S;p = q}, D:=(D1); : : :, and D5 :=5(D1). They are non-singular surfaces isomorphic to S. Since
they pass through six singular points of X , they are Weil divisors of X which are not Cartier divisors.
We denote by X1 (resp. X; : : : ; X5) the blowing up of X along D1 (resp. D; : : : ; D5). Then X1 has six
ordinary double points and the birational map X1 → X has six mutually disjoint P1 as the exceptional
locus, each of which passes through one of the six ordinary double points. Note that the same holds
for X; : : : ; X5 . Next let X(1; ) be the blowing up of X1 along the proper transform of D. Then X(1; )
becomes smooth, and the birational map X(1; ) → X has six line pairs as the exceptional locus.
Let us consider ve more threefolds X(; 2), X(2 ; 3), X(3 ; 4), X(4 ; 5) and X(5 ;1). For example, X(; 2)
means the blowing up of X along the proper transform of D2 .
These six threefolds are smooth Calabi–Yau threefolds obtained as small projective resolutions of
X . They are connected with each other by 3ops of (−1;−1) curves.
Let Y be one of these smooth Calabi–Yau threefolds. We shall calculate the Picard number of Y .
By the construction, Y has an Abelian bration over P1. Let Y be the generic ber of this bration.
Note that Y is an elliptic curve over the function eld K of P1. Since Y = S × S and S has the
group automorphism  of order 3, we see that rankPic(Y)=2 rankPic(S)+2=20: Since the Abelian
bration Y → P1 has only irreducible bers, we have an exact sequence (cf. [28, Section 3]):
0→ Pic(P1)→ Pic(Y )→ Pic(Y)→ 0:
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Therefore, the Picard number (Y ) of Y is 21. Since (X )= 19, the vector space Pic(Y )⊗Z Q is
generated by (the pull back of) Pic(X )⊗Z Q and the proper transforms of two Weil divisors which
are centers of the blowing-ups.
In the birational equivalence class of X , there are 13 diGerent small projective partial resolutions
of X :
= 21: X(1; ); X(; 2)X(2 ; 3); X(3 ; 4); X(4 ; 5); X(5 ;1);
= 20: X1; X; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ; X5 ;
= 19: X:
Let N 1(X(1; )=X ) be the group of X -numerical classes of divisors of X(1; ) (cf. [16]). Denote by
 the set whose elements are X(1; ); X(; 2); : : : and X(5 ;1). For any Y ∈, N 1(X(1; )=X ) is naturally
identied with N 1(Y=X ). Under these identications, we regard each relative ample cone Amp(Y=X )
as a cone in N 1(X(1; )=X ). We have N 1(X(1; )=X ) =
⋃
Y∈ Amp(Y=X ). Moreover,
Amp(X1=X ) = Amp(X(5 ;1)=X ) ∩ Amp(X(1; )=X );
Amp(X=X ) = Amp(X(1; )=X ) ∩ Amp(X(; 2)=X );
Amp(X2=X ) = Amp(X(; 2)=X ) ∩ Amp(X(2 ; 3)=X );
: : :
Amp(X5=X ) = Amp(X(4 ; 5)=X ) ∩ Amp(X(5 ;1)=X ):
Each threefold with = 20 is smoothable by a 3at deformation. Since the proof is the same for
any threefold, we prove the smoothability for X1. As already mentioned, X1 has six ordinary double
points and X(1; ) is a small resolution of X1. Let C1; : : : ; C6 be the exceptional rational curves of
the small resolution. Then they are homologically equivalent, because (X(1; )=X1) = 1 and these
curves have the same intersection with the proper transform of D. By [7, Section 4, (b)] (see also
Theorem 2:5 of this paper), we conclude that X1 can be smoothed by a 3at deformation. On the other
hand, X is smoothable, too. In fact, let St1 → P1 and St2 → P1 be two general small deformations
of S as rational elliptic surfaces. Then, St1 ×P1 St2 gives a smoothing of X .
Since 13 Calabi–Yau threefolds X; X1; : : : ; X(5 ;1) have only terminal singularities, their Kuranishi
space Def (X ); : : : ;Def (X(5 ;1)) are all smooth by [21]. One can compute their dimensions. For the
Calabi–Yau threefolds with =21, dimDef (X(1; ))= · · ·=dimDef (X(5 ;1))=3. For the Calabi–Yaus
with =20, dimDef (X1)= · · ·=dimDef (X5)=8. Finally dimDef (X )=19. Where does the moduli
number 19 of X come from? The content of 19 is 8+8+3. The rst 8 comes from the deformation
of the rst factor S of X = S ×P1 S which preserve the elliptic bration. The second 8 comes from
the second factor S of X . When we take the ber product of two rational elliptic surfaces St1 → P1
and St2 → P1 over P1, we must identify two bases P1. The last number 3 comes from this choice,
namely dim PGL(2) = 3 (cf. [28, Section 8]).
Let Y be one of the 12 Calabi–Yau threefolds except X , and let f :Y → X be the small projective
birational morphism. Since R1f∗OY =0 and f∗OY =OX , we have a map between Kuranishi spaces:
f∗ : Def (Y ) → Def (X ): One can show that f∗ is a closed immersion (Proposition 2:3(1)). We
consider the images of the map f∗. When Y = X(1; ), we denote the image by T(1; ). For other
choices of Y , we denote the images by similar symbols. Now, we have 12 smooth subvarieties of
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Def (X ). As subvarieties of Def (X ), T(1; ) = T(; 2) = · · · = T(5 ;1), which is simply denoted by T .
The intersection of any two of T1; : : : ; T5 coincides with T . By , the cyclic group Z=6Z acts on X ;
hence, acts on the Kuranishi space Def (X ) because it is universal in our case. This action permutes
T1; : : : ; T5 tansitively, and T is contained in the xed locus of the action.
We put Y0:=Def (X ) − (T1 ∪ · · · ∪ T5), Y1:=(T1 ∪ · · · ∪ T5) − T and Y2 = T . By denition,
Def (X ) = Y0
∐
Y1
∐
Y2, where dim Y0 = 19, dim Y1 = 8 and dim Y2 = 3. In this way, the Kuranishi
space Def (X ) is naturally stratied by means of small projective partial resolutions of X .
0.2. Results
By a Calabi–Yau threefold X we mean a projective threefold with only terminal singularities
such that KX ∼ 0 and H 1(X ;OX ) = 0. Fix a Calabi–Yau threefold X . As in the example above,
we consider all Calabi–Yau threefolds Xˆ which are partial resolutions of X . Let Def (X ) be the
semi-universal space for 3at deformations of X (cf. [3,8]), which we will call the Kuranishi space
of X in the remainder. By [21, Theorem A] Def (Xˆ ) and Def (X ) are both smooth complex spaces.
There is a natural map of complex spaces Def (Xˆ ) → Def (X ) induced by the birational morphism
from Xˆ to X because X has only rational singularities (cf. [17, (11:4)]). By denition, a small
partial resolution  : Xˆ → X is a proper birational morphism from a normal variety Xˆ to X such that
the exceptional locus Exc() is a curve. In this situation, if  is a projective morphism, Xˆ is also a
Calabi–Yau threefold. Conversely, if there is a birational morphism  from a Calabi–Yau threefold
Xˆ to X , then  is automatically a small, projective, partial resolution. X is called maximal if, for
any small projective partial resolution Xˆ (=X ) of X , Def (Xˆ )→ Def (X ) is not a surjection. Let X
be a semi-universal family over Def (X ). We shall dene #(Xt) to be the rank of Weil(Xt)=Cart(Xt),
where Weil(Xt) is the Abelian group of Weil divisors of Xt and Cart(Xt) is the Abelian group of
Cartier divisors of Xt . Then #(Xt)¡∞ [15, Lemma 1:1]. Let Yi be the locus of the points t ∈Def (X )
where #(Xt) = i. Then one has:
Proposition 2.3. (1) Let Xˆ be a small projective partial resolution of X and Def (Xˆ ) the Kuranishi
space of Xˆ . Then; there is a natural closed immersion of Def (Xˆ ) into Def (X ).
(2) Let
⋃
i Def (Xˆ ) ⊂ Def (X ) denote the union of the images of Def (Xˆ ) for all small, projective,
partial resolutions Xˆ of X with (Xˆ =X )¿ i. Then, Yi =
⋃
i Def (Xˆ )−
⋃
i+1 Def (Xˆ ), and Def (X ) =∐
Yi. (Note that Yi does not necessarily coincide with the union of the images of Def (Xˆ ) for all
small, projective, partial resolutions Xˆ of X with (Xˆ =X ) = i, because there possibly exists an Xˆ 1
with (Xˆ 1=X )¿i such that Def (Xˆ 1) ∼= Def (Xˆ 2) for some Xˆ 2 with (Xˆ 2=X ) = i:)
(3) Each stratum Yi is a (Zariski) locally closed smooth subset of Def (X ).
(4) Consider all irreducible components of Yi (i¿ 0). Then, they give a strati>cation of Def (X )
in the following sense:
Let Yi; j be an irreducible component of Yi. Then, OY i; j −Yi; j is a disjoint sum of some Yk;l’s with
k ¿ i.
Our main theorem is the following.
Theorem (cf : Theorems 2:5 and 2:7): Let {p1; : : : ; pn} ⊂ Sing(X ) be the ordinary double points
on X and let f :Z → X be a small (not necessarily projective) partial resolution of X such
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that Ci:=f−1(pi) ∼= P1 and that f is an isomorphism over X − {p1; : : : ; pn}. Then, the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1) There is a relation in H2(Z;C):
∑
+i[Ci] = 0 with +i =0 for all i.
(2) X is maximal.
(3) X can be deformed to a smooth Calabi–Yau threefold.
Even if X is not maximal, X can be deformed to a Calabi–Yau threefold with only ordinary
double points. Moreover, there is a (not necessarily unique) small, projective, partial resolution Xˆ
of X such that
(a) Xˆ is maximal,
(b) Def (Xˆ ) ∼= Def (X ).
When X has only ordinary double points, Friedman [7, Section 4, (b)] has shown that condition (1)
is su2cient for X to be smoothed by a 3at deformation. The following is an immediate consequence
of the theorem.
Corollary. Let X be a Calabi–Yau threefold (with terminal singularities).
(1) If #(X ) = 0; i.e. X is Q-factorial; then X is smoothable.
(2) If every singularity of X is diAerent from an ordinary double point; then X is smoothable.
(3) Any rigid Calabi–Yau threefold X admits only ordinary double points.
Note that (1) and (3) are the main results in [24], but (2) is a new result.
Finally, we remark a related question to this paper. Let X be a Calabi–Yau threefold with terminal
singularities. Assume that X has a small projective resolution  : Xˆ → X . Then Exc() consists of
the nite disjoint union of trees of rational curves. In this situation, the following problem seems
interesting.
Problem. When does Xˆ have a Cat deformation such that each tree of rational curves split into
mutually disjoint (−1;−1)-curves?
The small resolution X(1; ) → X in the previous example shows that this is not true in general
(cf. Remark 2:8).
1. Isolated cDV singularity
A germ (X; 0) of a complex space X at 0∈X is an isolated cDV point if (X; 0) is an isolated
normal singularity of dim 3 and there is an element w∈OX;0 such that {w=0} ⊂ (X; 0) is a rational
double point of dim 2 (or equivalently, a Du Val singularity).
In this paper, we shall take the following representative V of an isolated cDV point (X; 0). Let
(X; 0) ⊂ (C4; 0) be an embedding as a hypersurface F(x; y; z; w) = 0 such that {F(x; y; z; 0) = 0} ⊂
(C3; 0) is a rational double point. Let us write C4 as the product of (x; y; z)-space C3 and w-space C1.
Take a su2ciently small open ball 0∈B ⊂ C3 and a su2ciently small open disc (ball) 0∈/ ⊂ C1,
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in such a way that F(x; y; z; w) is dened on an open set containing the closure of B×/. Now we
put V :={F(x; y; z; w) = 0} ∩B× /. There is a natural projection w :V → /.
We put S:=w−1(0). Note that S is a hypersurface of B dened by G(x; y; z)=0, where G(x; y; z):=
F(x; y; z; 0). If we choose B su2ciently small, the semi-universal 3at deformation Z → Def (S) is
dened as a hypersurface G˜(x; y; z; s)=0 of B×Def (S), where s=(s1; : : : ; sm) are local coordinates
of Def (S), and G˜(x; y; z; 0) = G(x; y; z).
Let Y → Def (V ) be the semi-universal 3at deformation of V . Take a lift of w∈1(V;OV ) in
1(Y;OY), and by abuse of notation, we denote by the same letter w this lift. This w denes a map
Y → /, and we have a map Y → Def (V ) × /. In this way, Y becomes a 3at family of rational
double points over Def (V )×/. Then, by the versality of Def (S), there is a map ’ : Def (V )×/→
Def (S) and Y is obtained as the pull-back of Z by ’. So we assume, from the start, that Y is
dened as a hypersurface F˜(x; y; z; w; t) = 0 of B × / × Def (V ), where t = (t1; : : : ; tn) are local
coordinates of Def (V ). Let ’ be dened by (w; t1; : : : ; tn) → (’1(w; t); : : : ; ’m(w; t); then, we have
F˜(x; y; z; w; t) = G˜(x; y; z; ’1(w; t); : : : ; ’m(w; t)).
Let 3 :/′ → Def (V ) be a map such that 3(0) = 0. Let V be the pull-back of Y by 3. Since Y
is a 3at family of rational double points over Def (V ) × /, V constitutes a 3at family of rational
double points over /′ ×/. Let B be the discriminant divisor on Def (S) and D its inverse image in
/′ × /. Let p1 :/′ × / → /′ be the rst projection. Since V has an isolated singularity, {Dt} is a
family of Cartier divisors with t ∈/′.
De#nition 1.1. A pair (V; 3) is called admissible if every irreducible component Dj of D is iso-
morphic to /′ by p1; and #(Dt) is constant for t ∈/′ − 0.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 1.2. If we take Def (V ) su)ciently small; then for any t ∈Def (V ); there is a holomorphic
map 3 :/′ → Def (V ) with 3(0)=0 such that t ∈3(/′) and the induced family (V; 3) is admissible.
Proof. Set E = ’−1(B) ⊂ Def (V ) × /. Let w be a coordinate of / and (t1; : : : ; tn) a system of
coordinates of Def (V ). By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem; we may assume that E is dened
as the zero locus of the function h(w; t) = wn + h1(t)wn−1 + · · · + hn(t); where hi(0) = 0 for all i.
It can be checked that the set Wp:={t∈Def (V ); h(w; t) has p diGerent roots as a polynomial of w}
forms a locally (Zariski) closed subset of Def (V ) for every p. If we take Def (V ) su2ciently small;
we can assume that every irreducible component of OWp contains 0. For each p; if we shrink Def (V )
further; we can connect any point t ∈Wp with the origin 0 by an analytic curve  :/′ → Def (V ) in
such a way that (/′) − 0 ⊂ Wp. 1 Then #(Dt) is a constant for t ∈/′. Finally, we take a suitable
nite cover of /′ in such a way that all irreducible components of D become isomorphic to /′.
1 We may assume that OWp is irreducible. Put Zp:= OWp−Wp. Take a resolution  : W˜p → OWp so that −1(Zp) is a normal
crossing divisor. Since −1(0) is compact, there are nitely many points pi ∈ −1(0) and their open neighborhoods
Ui ⊂ W˜p such that −1(0) are covered by Ui’s. If Ui are su2ciently small, for any q∈Ui \ −1(Zp), there is an analytic
curve connecting q and pi so that it intersects −1(Zp) only in pi. This implies that, for any q∈ ∪ Ui \ −1(Zp), there
is an analytic curve connecting (q) and 0 in OWp so that it intersects Zp only in 0. Note that (∪Ui) contains an open
neighborhood 0∈U ⊂ OWp because  is proper.
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Example 1.3. Let S be a good representative of the germ of {(x; y; z)∈C3; x2 − y3 = z2} at the
origin. The Kuranishi family of S is given by x2− y3 + s1y= z2 + s2; where (s1; s2) are coordinates
of Def (S) ∼= (C2; 0). The discriminant locus B of Def (S) is the divisor −4s31 +27s22 =0. Let V be a
good representative of the germ of {(x; y; z; w)∈C4; x2 − y3 = z2 −w3} at the origin. The Kuranishi
family of V is given by x2−y3 + t1y+ t2 = z2−w3 + t3w+ t4; where (t1; t2; t3; t4) are coordinates of
Def (V ) ∼= (C4; 0). Let / be the one-dimensional disc with a coordinate w. The Kuranishi family of
V is obtained as the pull-back of the Kuranishi family of S by the map ’ : Def (V )× /→ Def (S)
which is dened as ’(t1; : : : ; t4; w) = (t1;−t2 − w3 + t3w + t4).
Let 3 :/′ → Def (V ) be a map dened by 3(t) = (t; 0; t; 0)∈Def (V ). Let V → /′ be the
one-parameter deformation obtained as the pull-back of the Kuranishi family by 3. This deformation
is given by x2−y3+ty=z2−w3+tw with t ∈/′. One can view it as a 3at deformation of the rational
double point S over the (t; w) space /′ ×/. Let D ⊂ /′ ×/ be the inverse image of B by the map
/′×/→ Def (S) dened by (t; w)→ (t;−w3 + tw). Then D is the divisor −4t3 +27w2(t−w2)2 =0.
The divisor D has the irreducible decomposition D = 2D1 + D2. Let p1 :/′ × / → / be the rst
projection. Then p1|D1 :D1 → /′ and p1|D2 :D2 → /′ are both double coverings. So, in order to
have an admissible pair, we must take a base change of V→ /′.
Let (V; 3) be an admissible pair. Then, there is a holomorphic map h :V→ /′ ×/, and V can
be regarded as a family of rational double points (resp. a family of isolated cDVpoints) by h (resp.
g:=p1 ◦ h).
Write Vt = g−1(t) for a point t ∈/′. Note that V0 =V . Then one has a holomorphic map ht :Vt →
/. The map ht has exactly #(Dt) singular bers Vt;ui (i = 1; : : : ; #(Dt)). The number #(Dt) remains
constant when t varies in /′ − 0, and #(D0) = 1. Let Sing(ht) be the locus of Vt where ht is not a
smooth map. Sing(ht) consists of nite points and Sing(Vt) ⊂ Sing(ht). Then, we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 1.4. Assume that t =0. In the commutative diagram:
the vertical maps are both isomorphisms and j is an injection.
Proof. Choose a coordinate s of the base disc / of the map ht :Vt → /. Let ui ∈/ be dened by
s = ai. Take a su2ciently large positive integer N and let ; :C → / be the cyclic Galois cover
dened by xN =
∏
(s − ai). Then; the base change V ′t of Vt by the cover admits a simultaneous
resolution  :W → V ′t . Since the map h′t :V ′t → C has a simultaneous resolution; Sing(V ′t )=Sing(h′t).
The inverse image of ui by ; is one point; which will also be denoted by ui. Let E be the exceptional
curve of . Since H3(E;Z) = 0; H 3E(W ;Z) = 0 by duality. Hence; the restriction map: H
2(W ;Z)→
H 2(W −E;Z) is a surjection. On the other hand; the composite H 2(W ;Z) ∼= H 1(W ;O∗) ∼= H 1(V ′t −
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Sing(V ′t );O∗)→ H 2(V ′t−Sing(V ′t );Z) ∼= H 2(W−E;Z) is an injection 2 since H 1(V ′t−Sing(V ′t );O) ∼=
H 2Sing(V ′t )(V
′
t ;O) = 0 by the depth argument. These imply that H
2(W ;Z) ∼= H 2(W − E;Z). We have
an isomorphism H 2(W ;Z) ∼= H 2(V ′t −
⋃
V ′t; ui ;Z) as the composite:
H 2(W ;Z) ∼= H 0(C; R2h′t∗Z) ∼= H 0(C − {u1; : : : ; ur};R2h′t∗Z) ∼= H 2
(
V ′t −
⋃
V ′t; ui ;Z
)
:
Note that we have the middle isomorphism because h′t :V ′t → C has a simultaneous resolution. On
the other hand, H 2(W − E;Z) ∼= H 2(V ′t − Sing(V ′t );Z); hence, we have an isomorphism H 2(V ′t −⋃
V ′t; ui ;Z) ∼= H 2(V ′t − Sing(V ′t );Z).
Consider the commutative diagram
Here, j′ is an isomorphism, and the kernels and the cokernels of the horizontal maps are both
torsion Z-module. On the other hand, H 2(Vt − Sing(ht);Z) is a torsion-free module. In fact, let Y
be a general ber of the semi-universal family Y → Def (V ). Vt has a deformation to Y . There
is a surjection 1(Y ) → 1(Vt). Since Y has the same homotopy type as a Milnor ber M of V ,
1(Y ) = 0; hence, we have 1(Vt) = 0 (cf. [11,19]). This implies that 1(Vt − Sing(ht)) = 0 because
Vt has only isolated hypersurface singularities of dimension three, and hence their local fundamental
groups are trivial by [19, Theorem 5:2]. In particular, H1(Vt − Sing(ht);Z) = 0. By the universal
coe2cient theorem, we see that H 2(Vt − Sing(Vt);Z) is torsion-free. Thus, the horizontal map on
the top is an injection, and j is an injection by the diagram.
We next consider the map >1. For a point p∈Vt , take a contractible open neighborhood Vt(p)
in Vt . Since Vt(p) is a rational singularity, H 1(Vt(p) − {p};O∗) → H 2(Vt(p) − {p};Z) is an
isomorphism by Flenner [4, 6:1]. This implies that the map H 2(Vt(p) − {p};Z) → H 2(Vt(p) −
{p};O) ∼= H 3p(Vt(p);O) is the zero map. By the commutative diagram
we can see that H 2(Vt − Sing(ht);Z) → H 2(Vt − Sing(ht);O) is the zero map. Hence, >1 is a
surjection. Since H 1(Vt −Sing(ht);O)=0 by the depth argument (cf. [12,13,30]), >1 is an injection.
2 The rst map is an isomorphism because H 1(W;OW ) = H 2(W;OW ) = 0. H 1(V ′t − Sing(V ′t );O∗) is identied with
the divisor class group Cl(V ′t ) of V
′
t (cf. [5, Corollary VII:5, p. 342]). Since  :W → V ′t is small, we have the second
isomorphism.
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The map >2 is an isomorphism because Vt−
⋃
Vt;ui is a Stein space and hence H
i(Vt−
⋃
Vt;ui ;O)=0
for i¿ 0.
Let (V; 3) be an admissible pair. Note that each ber Vs of V → /′ is a Stein space with
only isolated cDV singular points. Dene #(Vs):=rank(Weil(Vs)=Cart(Vs)), where Weil(Vs) is the
Abelian group of Weil divisors of Vs and Cart(Vs) is the Abelian group of Cartier divisors of Vs.
Then, #(Vs)¡∞ (cf. the proof of [16, Lemma 1:2]). When #(Vs)=0, we say that Vs is Q-factorial.
Lemma 1.5. Let (V; 3) be as above. Assume that; for a point t ∈/′−{0}; #(Vt)¿ 0. Then there
is a projective partial resolution ? : Vˆ→V such that
(1) ?s is a small; projective; partial resolution for every s∈/′;
(2) #(Vˆ t) = 0.
Proof. The idea of the proof is quite simple. We take a suitable non-Cartier Weil divisor of Vt
and extend it to a Weil divisor of V. The blowing up of V along this Weil divisor will give the
projective; partial resolution ?. We need a topological argument to make such an extension of the
Weil divisor. We shall use the same notation as Lemma 1.4. There is a natural map 1({t} × /−
{u1; : : : ; ur}) → 1(/′ × / − D); where r:=#(Dt). We shall prove that this map is surjective. Note
that (/′ − {0}) × / − D is a Zariski open subset of a non-singular variety /′ × / − D; hence;
1((/′−{0})×/−D)→ 1(/′×/−D) is a surjection (cf. [6; 0:7. B]). Since (V; 3) is admissible;
p1 : (/′−{0})×/−D → /′− 0 is a ber bundle with a typical ber {t}×/−{u1; : : : ; ur}. Take a
circle @ (∼= S1) in the base space /′ − 0. We can lift this circle to a circle @˜ in /′ ×/−D in such
a way that [@˜]= 0 in 1(/′×/−D). This lift @˜ gives a splitting 1(/′− 0)→ 1((/′− 0)×/−D)
of the exact sequence
1({t} × /− {u1; : : : ; ur})→ 1((/′ − {0})× /− D)→ 1(/′ − 0)→ 1:
[@˜]∈ 1((/′−{0})×/−D) is mapped to 0 by the map 1((/′−{0})×/−D)→ 1(/′×/−D).
Therefore; the map 1({t} × /− {u1; : : : ; ur})→ 1(/′ × /− D) is surjective.
It then follows that the restriction map H 0(/′×/−D;R2h∗Z)→ H 0({t}×/−{u1; : : : ; ur};R2ht∗Z)
is surjective.
Since #(Vt)¿ 0, there is a Q-factorialization f : Vˆ t → Vt , that is, f is a small projective birational
morphism and Vˆ t is Q-factorial (cf. [15, Section 4]). Take an f-ample line bundle L on Vˆ t . Since
H 1(Vˆ t;O∗) ∼= H 1(Vt − Sing(ht);O∗) (cf. the footnote in the proof of (1:4)), we have an element
∈H 0({t}×/−{u1; : : : ; ur};R2ht∗Z) corresponding to L by the map j ◦ >1 in Lemma 1.4. There is
a lift ˜∈H 0(/′ × /− D;R2h∗Z) of .
Let S˜ be the minimal resolution of S:=h−1((0; 0)). There exists a Kuranishi space Def (S˜) of S˜
and a nite Galois cover Def (S˜)→ Def (S) (cf. [2,25,7]). We take the pull-back of this nite Galois
cover by the map /′ × / → Def (S). Take one of the irreducible components of the pull-back and
denote by T its normalization. Then the natural map + :T → /′×/ is a nite Galois cover such that
the base change V′ of V by + admits a simultaneous resolution B :W→V′. By the construction,
+ is ramied only on D. Moreover, since (V; 3) is admissible, +−1((0; 0)) is a point. Let G be the
Galois group of +.
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There are isomorphisms H 0(T − +−1(D);R2h′∗Z) ∼= H 0(T ;R2(B ◦ h′)∗Z) ∼= H 2(W;Z) ∼=
H 1(W;O∗). 3 We have an isomorphism H 0(T − +−1(D);R2h′∗Z)G ∼= H 1(W;O∗)G by taking the
G-invariant part of both sides. Here, we must make explicit the G-action for H 1(W;O∗) because
G does not act on W. G acts on W only as bimeromorphic automorphisms. Let  g be the bimero-
morphic automorphism of W induced by g∈G. Note that  g induces a biregular automorphism of
V′ and B is a crepant small resolution. Hence, each  g is an isomorphism in codimension 1 and
H 1(W;O∗) has a natural G-action.
As there is a homomorphism from H 0(/′ × /−D;R2h∗Z)→ H 0(T − +−1(D);R2h′∗Z)G, one has
a line bundle L∈H 1(W;O∗)G corresponding to ˜. We here recall that there are many choices of
the simultaneous resolution B :W→V′. Two simultaneous resolutions are connected by a sequence
of Cops. Now we can specify one of them in such a way that L is B-nef by [26, Sections 7
and 8]. Then it is easily checked that the graded OV′-algebra ⊕n¿0 B∗L⊗n is a nitely generated
OV′-algebra.
The re3exive sheaf B∗L has the form OV′(D) with a suitable eGective Weil divisor D of V′. Set
D′:=Dg∈Gg(D). Then D′ becomes a G-invariant divisor of V′. Moreover, we can write D′=−1(E)
for some Weil divisor E of V, where  is the Galois cover V′ →V. OV′(D′) becomes a G-sheaf.
Let k be the order of G. Then, for each n∈Z, there is an isomorphism OV′(nD′) ∼= B∗L⊗nk .
Therefore, ⊕n¿0 OV′(nD′) is a nitely generated G-linearized OV′-algebra. By [15, Lemma 3:2]
we see that ⊕n¿0 OV(nE) is a nitely generated OV-algebra. For simplicity, we set Mn:=B∗L⊗nk .
Then, this OV-algebra is isomorphic to ⊕n¿0 G∗Mn. We set Vˆ:=Proj(⊕n¿0 G∗Mn). If we restrict
the re3exive sheaf G∗M1 to Vt − Sing(ht), we have a line bundle L′ on Vt − Sing(ht). We shall
nally check that L′=L⊗k in H 1(Vt−Sing(ht);O∗). By the construction, L′ is sent to k by the map
H 1(Vt−Sing(ht);O∗)→ H 2(Vt−
⋃
Vt;ui ;Z)=H
0({t}×/−{u1; : : : ; ur};R2ht∗Z). On the other hand,
by denition of , L⊗k is sent to k. Since this map is injective by Lemma 1.4, we conclude that
L′=L⊗k . Therefore, the partial resolution ? : Vˆ→V induces the Q-factorialization f : Vˆ t → Vt .
Remark 1.6. (1) The second Betti numbers b2(Vˆ s) and b2(Vs) are independent of s∈/′; we shall
rst compute H 2(Vs) for s =0. Let Y be a general ber of the semi-universal family Y→ Def (V ).
Then Vs has a deformation to Y . Y has the same homotopy type as a Milnor ber M of V0 (cf.
[11,19]). Let Sing(Vs)={p1; : : : ; pk} and Mi the Milnor bers of (Vs; pi). There is an exact sequence
(cf. [31; (3.3)])
0→ H 1(Vs)→ H 1(Y )→ ⊕
i
H 1(Mi)→ H 2(Vs)→ H 2(Y ):
Since V0 is an isolated hypersurface singularity of dim 3; H 1(M) = H 2(M) = 0 by [19]; hence
H 1(Y ) = H 2(Y ) = 0. Since (Vs; pi) are also isolated hypersurface singularities; H 1(Mi) = 0 for the
same reason. Hence; we have b2(Vs) = 0 for s =0. As a consequence; b2(Vs) = 0 for all s∈/′. We
shall next compare b2(Vˆ s); s =0 with b2(Vˆ 0). Let Sing(Vˆ 0) = {q1; : : : ; qm}. We take a su2ciently
small; contractible open neighborhood Bi of qi ∈ Vˆ and set Bi:=Bi∩ Vˆ s. By the preceding argument
3 Because h′ :V′ → T has a simultaneous resolution, the local system R2h′∗Z|T−+−1(D) has trivial local monodromy
around +−1(D); hence, we have the rst isomorphism. To get the second isomorphism, we use the facts: R1(B ◦ h′)∗Z=0
and H 2(T ;Z) = 0.
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we already know that H 1(Bi) = H 2(Bi) = 0. Then; by the exact sequence
⊕
i
H 1(Bi)→ H 2(Vˆ 0)→ H 2(Vˆ s)→ ⊕
i
H 2(Bi);
H 2(Vˆ 0) and H 2(Vˆ s) are isomorphic; hence b2(Vˆ s) is independent of s∈/′.
Since b2(Vˆ t) = #(Vt), it follows that the exceptional locus of ?0 : Vˆ 0 → V0 has exactly #(Vt)
irreducible components.
(2) Denote by V ′s the ber of the composite V′ → V → /′ over s∈/′. Denote by Ws the
ber of the composite W → V′ → V → /′ over s∈/′. The Galois covering  is restricted to
a Galois covering s :V ′s → Vs, and the resolution B is restricted to a resolution Bs :Ws → V ′s . Put
Mn(s):=Bs∗L
⊗nk
s . Then, we have the base change property: 
G∗Mn⊗OVOVs=(s)G∗Mn(s). In particular,
we have Vˆ s = Proj⊕n¿0 (s)G∗Mn(s).
(3) One can state the result of (1:5) in more generality as follows. With the same assumptions of
(1:5), for any projective small partial resolution f : Vˆ t → Vt , we can nd a projective small partial
resolution ? : Vˆ→V such that ?t = f.
Let V be a good representative of the germ of an isolated cDV point and Def (V ) the Kuranishi
space of V . Denote by Y the semi-universal family over Def (V ). Dene #(Yt) to be the rank of
Weil(Yt)=Pic(Yt) and set Yi = {t ∈Def (V ); #(Yt) = i}. Let Vˆ → V be a small partial resolution. By
Bingener [1] there exists a Kuranishi space Def (Vˆ ) of Vˆ .
Proposition 1.7. (1) Let Vˆ be a small partial resolution of V and Def (Vˆ ) the Kuranishi space of
Vˆ . Then there is a natural closed immersion of Def (Vˆ ) into Def (V ).
(2) When Vˆ runs through all small partial resolutions of V with (Vˆ )¿ i, let us denote by⋃
i Def (Vˆ ) the union of the images of Def (Vˆ ) in Def (V ). Then, Yi =
⋃
i Def (Vˆ ) −
⋃
i+1 Def (Vˆ );
hence, each Yi is a locally closed Zariski subset of Def (V ).
Proof. (1) Since V has only rational singularity; there is a natural map Def (Vˆ )→ Def (V ) by [17;
(11.4)] and [33]. So; we only have to check that the homomorphism Ext1(E1
Vˆ
;OVˆ )→ Ext1(E1V ;OV )
is an injection. Set Uˆ :=Vˆ −Sing(Vˆ ) and U :=V −Sing(V ). By Schlessinger [29] and [17; (12.5.6)];
we have Ext1(E1
Vˆ
;OVˆ ) ∼= H 1(Uˆ ;FUˆ ) and Ext1(E1V ;OV ) ∼= H 1(U ;FU ). Denote by C the exceptional
curve of the small partial resolution. Then; we have an exact sequence of local cohomology:
H 1C∩Uˆ (Uˆ ;FUˆ )→ H 1(Uˆ ;FUˆ )→ H 1(U ;FU ):
By the depth argument (cf. [12,13,30]), we have H 1
C∩Uˆ (Uˆ ;FUˆ ) = 0. Hence, we are done.
(2) Let Y → Def (V ) be the semi-universal family and Yt the ber over a point t ∈Yi. Take an
admissible pair (V; 3) connecting V and Yt . Note that the ber of V → /′ over 0∈/′ is V . By
Lemma 1.5 and Remark 1.6(1), we have a small projective partial resolution ? : Vˆ→V such that
(Vˆ 0) = #(Yt). Since #(Yt) = i, we conclude that t ∈
⋃
i Def (Vˆ ).
On the other hand, if t ∈⋃i+1 Def (Vˆ ), then there is a curve 1 ⊂ Def (V ) connecting 0 and t, such
that the induced 3at family Y1 over 1 has a small projective partial resolution ?1 :Z→ Y1 and the
ber Z0 has Picard number ¿ i+1. Since (Z0)=(Zt) (cf. Remark 1.6(1)), ?1; t :Zt → Y1; t(=Yt) is
a small projective partial resolution of Yt with (Zt)¿ i+1, which contradicts that #(Yt)= i. Hence,
we have proved that Yi ⊂
⋃
i Def (Vˆ ) −
⋃
i+1 Def (Vˆ ). We can prove the converse implication by a
similar argument.
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Example 1.8. Let V be a good representative of the germ of {(x; y; z; w)∈C4; x2 +y2 + z2 +w3 =0}
at the origin. Consider the one-parameter deformation V of V given by the equation x2 + y2 +
z2 + w3 + w2t = 0. For t =0; Vt has a singularity at p= (0; 0; 0; 0; t) and (Vt; p) is not Q-factorial.
However; Vt itself is Q-factorial.
Let (V; 3) be an admissible pair such that Vt has only ordinary double points for t =0. Assume
that there is a small partial resolution ? : Vˆ→V which satises
(1) ?0 is a small partial resolution of V with n irreducible curves as the exceptional locus (or
equivalently (Vˆ 0) = n);
(2) ?t is a small resolution of ordinary double points of Vt for t =0.
Note that the exceptional locus of the map ?t is a disjoint union of (−1;−1)-curves for t =0.
As (V; 3) is an admissible pair, the number of such (−1;−1)-curves is independent of t =0. We
denote this number by m. In this situation, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1.9. One has the inequality m¿ n; and the equality holds if and only if V is the germ of
an ordinary double point and V is a trivial deformation of V .
Proof. As we have seen above; there is a homomorphic map h :V→ /′×/ and V can be regarded
as a family of rational double points. Set S=h−1((0; 0)) and S ′=(h◦?)−1((0; 0)). Then S ′ is normal;
and the minimal resolution  : S˜ → S factors through S ′ [26; Theorem 1:14]. By the versality of
Def (S); one has a holomorphic map of /′ × / to Def (S). In our case; this map factors through
Def (S ′). By the assumption; the partial resolution S ′ → S has n irreducible curves as the exceptional
divisor. Since Ext2(E1S′ ;OS′) = 0; Def (S
′) is smooth.
The claim of this lemma has relationship with the ramication locus R ⊂ Def (S ′) of Def (S ′)→
Def (S). For instance, let us consider the case where R has at least n+1 irreducible components. As
remarked above, there is a holomorphic map /′×/→ Def (S ′). This is regarded as a one-parameter
family of homomorphic maps {t × / → Def (S ′)}t∈/′ . The image of the map 0 × / → Def (S ′)
passes through the origin 0∈Def (S ′), and the origin is contained in all irreducible components
of R. By assumption (2), for t =0, the map t × / → Def (S ′) intersects R transversely and m
is just the intersection number. Therefore, if R has at least n + 1 irreducible components, then
m¿n.
Here, we recall a result of Brieskorn (cf. [2,25,7]). Let Ej (16 j6 l) be the irreducible com-
ponents of the exceptional locus of S˜ → S. Assume that S ′ is obtained from S˜ by contracting the
Ej with n + 16 j6 l. Put D = {E = DajEj;E2 = −2; aj ∈Z}. The D forms a root system. Then
Def (S˜) → Def (S) is a nite Galois cover with Galois group G = W (D), the Weyl group of D.
Moreover, there is a one to one correspondence between positive roots (with respect to the base
{Ei}) of D and the ramication divisors of Def (S˜) in the following way:
Take a positive root E. Consider E as an eGective exceptional divisor of S˜ → S. Then there is a
smooth, irreducible ramication divisor D(E) of Def (S˜)→ Def (S) which corresponds to the locus
of the 3at deformations of S˜ for which E remains an eGective divisor. Conversely, every irreducible
ramication divisor of Def (S˜) is smooth, and corresponds to the locus of 3at deformations of S˜ for
which some eGective divisor E = DajEj(E2 =−2) remains eGective.
Since W (D) acts transitively on D, one sees that G acts on the set of ramication divisors of
Def (S˜) transitively. Thus, the discriminant locus B of Def (S) is an irreducible divisor.
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We shall prove that there are at least n irreducible components in the ramication locus R ⊂
Def (S ′) of the nite cover Def (S ′)→ Def (S). Let R(E) be the image of D(E) by the nite cover
Def (S˜) → Def (S ′). Then R(E) and R(E′) coincide if and only if ai = a′i for all i6 n. Moreover,
R(E) is contained in R if and only if there is some i (16 i6 n) such that ai =0. In particular,
R(E1); : : : ; R(En) are diGerent irreducible components of R.
If we assume here n¿ 2, then there is an E∗ such that all ai are non-zero and R(E∗) is diGerent
from any R(Ei). Therefore, R has at least n+ 1 irreducible components.
We need another argument when n= 1. By the preceding argument or by [21, (6.4)] we already
know that m¿ 1. Let Y → Def (V ) be the semi-universal family and D the discriminant divisor
of Def (V ). Note that D is irreducible (cf. [32, Section 5]). Let ? : Vˆ → V be the small partial
resolution in our assumption. For t =0, ?t is a projective morphism; in fact, ?0 is a projective
morphism because it is a small partial resolution of a topologically contractible representative of
an isolated cDV point, and a ?0-ample line bundle on Vˆ 0 extends sideways to a ?t-ample line
bundle (cf. Remark 1.6(1)). Assume that m = 1. Since ?t is projective, Vt is not Q-factorial for
t =0. Let s∈D be a point parametrizing Vt , that is, a point such that Ys = Vt where Ys is the ber
of the semi-universal family over s. Since Vt has only one ordinary double point, there is an open
neighborhood s∈U ⊂ D such that, for any s′ ∈U , Ys′ also has only one ordinary double point. Since
Vt(=Ys) is not Q-factorial, Ys′ is not Q-factorial for any s∈U . Since D is irreducible, Proposition
1.7(2) implies that Ys′ is not Q-factorial for any s′ ∈D. On the other hand, if V is not an ordinary
double point, then there exists a deformation Vs0 of V which admits only one singularity isomorphic
to x2 + y2 + z2 + w3 = 0 (cf. [18, (7.18), p. 129]). This Vs0 is factorial, which is absurd. Hence if
m= 1, then V should be an ordinary double point.
Example 1.10. As in Example 1.3; let V be a good representative of the germ of {(x; y; z; w)∈C4;
x2 − y3 = z2 − w3} at the origin; and let V→ /′ be the one-parameter deformation of V given by
x2 − y3 + ty = z2 − w3 + tw with t ∈/′. For t =0; Vt has two ordinary double points. Blow up V
along the Weil divisor 1 of V dened by x = z; y = w. Then we have a projective small partial
resolution ? : Vˆ → V; where ?t is a small resolution of the two ordinary double points of Vt for
t =0. Moreover; ?0 : Vˆ 0 → V is a partial resolution such that Vˆ 0 has an ordinary double point and
such that Exc(?0) is a smooth rational curve passing through this ordinary double point. In this case;
n= 1 and m= 2.
Note that V is isomorphic to the singularities which arise in the Calabi–Yau threefold X of the
example in the Introduction. The partial resolution ?0 is just the localization of the partial resolution
X1 → X around a singular point of X .
Example 1.11. Let V be a good representative of the germ of {(x; y; z; w)∈C4; x2−y3 = z2−w3} at
the origin; and let V→ /′ be the one-parameter deformation of V given by x2− y3 = z2− (w− t)3
with t ∈/′. For t =0; Vt has three ordinary double points. Let E1 (resp. E2) be the Weil divisor of
V dened by x + z = y − (w − t) = 0 (resp. x + z = y − !(w − t) = 0); where ! is a primitive
third root of unity. Blow up V along E1; and again blow up the resulting variety along the proper
transform of E2. Then; we have a simultaneous resolution ? :V′ → V of the family {Vt}. When
t = 0; Exc(?0) consists of two smooth rational curves intersecting in one point. When t=0; Exc(?t)
is a disjoint union of three (−1;−1)-curves. This is an example where n= 2 and m= 3.
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2. Calabi–Yau threefolds
Let X be a Calabi–Yau threefold with terminal singularities. As KX ∼ 0, X has only Gorenstein
terminal singularities. Thus, X has only isolated cDV singularities by [26]. For each singular point
pi ∈X , we take a su2ciently small open neighborhood Vi of pi. There is a homomorphic map fi of
Vi to a one-dimensional disc / with a small radius such that f−1i (0) = Si is a rational double point
and the other bers are smooth. Let Yi → Def (Vi) be the semi-universal family for the deformations
of Vi. As in Section 1, one can regard Yi as a 3at family of rational double points over Def (Vi)×/.
By the versality of Def (Si) there is a homomorphic map ’i : Def (Vi)× /→ Def (Si).
Let X/′ be a 3at deformation of X over a one-dimensional disc /′. Then there is a homomorphic
map 3 of /′ to the Kuranishi space Def (X ) corresponding to this 3at deformation. By composing
this map with the natural map Def (X )→ Def (Vi), we obtain a homomorphic map 3i :/′ → Def (Vi)
for each singularity pi ∈X . We also have a homomorphic map from /′×/ to Def (Si) by composing
3i×id with ’i . By pulling back the semi-universal family Zi over Def (Si) by the map, we obtain a
3at family Vi of rational double points over /′×/. The Vi can also be viewed as a 3at deformation
of Vi over /′. Note that Vi is an open neighborhood of pi ∈X/′ .
De#nition 2.1. A pair (X/′ ; 3) is called admissible if (Vi ; 3i) are all admissible in the sense of
(1:1).
Let X be the universal family over the Kuranishi space Def (X ) of X . By the same argument as
(1:2) we have
Lemma 2.2. If we take Def (X ) su)ciently small; then for any t ∈Def (X ); there is a homomorphic
map 3 of the disc /′ to Def (X ) with 3(0)=0 and t ∈3(/′) such that the induced family of Calabi–
Yau threefolds (X/′ ; 3) over /′ is admissible.
Proof. As in Lemma 1.2; for each singularity pi ∈X ; we have a stratication of Def (X ) into
the disjoint union of locally (Zariski) closed subsets by using the map Def (X ) × / → Def (Si).
Therefore; we have r diGerent stratications of Def (X ); where r is the number of singular points of
X . Since the intersection of a nite number of locally closed subsets is again locally closed; we have
one rened stratication of Def (X ) from them. The rest of the argument is similar to Lemma 1.2.
Dene #(Xt) to be the rank of Weil(Xt)=Pic(Xt), where Weil(Xt) is the Abelian group of Weil
divisors of Xt and Cart(Xt) is the Abelian group of Cartier divisors of Xt . Then #(Xt)¡∞ [15,
Lemma 1:1]. Set Yi = {t ∈Def (X ); #(Xt) = i}. Then one has the following globalization of (1:7).
Proposition 2.3. (1) Let Xˆ be a small projective partial resolution of X and Def (Xˆ ) the Kuranishi
space of Xˆ . Then there is a natural closed immersion of Def (Xˆ ) into Def (X ).
(2) Def (X ) =
∐
Yi, and Yi =
⋃
i Def (Xˆ )−
⋃
i+1 Def (Xˆ ), where
⋃
i Def (Xˆ ) denotes the union of
the images of Def (Xˆ ) for all small, projective, partial resolutions Xˆ of X with (Xˆ )− (X )¿ i.
(3) Each stratum Yi is a (Zariski) locally closed smooth subset of Def (X ).
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(4) Consider all irreducible components of Yi (i¿ 0). Then, they give a strati>cation of Def (X )
in the following sense:
Let Yi; j be an irreducible component of Yi. Then OY i; j − Yi; j is the disjoint sum of some Yk;l’s
with k ¿ i.
Proof. (1) The proof is quite similar to that of (1.7)(1).
(2) Let t ∈Yi. We take a 3at deformation g : X/′ → /′ and a holomorphic map 3 :/′ → Def (X )
with the properties of Lemma 2.2. Let ?t : Xˆ t → Xt be a Q-factorialization. This ?t induces a
projective small partial resolution ?it : Vˆ i; t → Vi; t . By Lemma 1.5 and Remark 1.6(3) each ?it extends
to a projective small partial resolution ?i : Vˆi → Vi. As a consequence, one has a small partial
resolution ? : Xˆ/′ → X/′ . Note that Xˆ /′ ; t = Xˆ t . Since Xˆ t is projective, there is an ample line bundle
L on Xˆ t . The second Betti number is preserved under a 3at deformation of Calabi–Yau threefolds
with isolated hypersurface singularities (cf. Remark 1.6(1)). This implies that the Picard number is
also preserved because h1(O) = h2(O) = 0 in this case. Hence, L extends to a line bundle L on
Xˆ
′
/. Let C1; : : : ; Cm be the irreducible components of the exceptional locus of ?0. By [21, (6:4)], the
connected component of the relative Hilbert scheme (or Douady space) Hilb(Xˆ/′=/′) containing [Cj]
dominates /′. In particular, there is a curve Cj(t) in Xˆ t such that (L; Cj(t))Xˆ/′ = (L; Cj)Xˆ/′ . The
left-hand side of this equality is positive because L is an ample line bundle on Xˆ t . Therefore, L|Xˆ /′ ;0
is ?0-ample and Xˆ /′ ;0 is projective. We have seen that t is contained in the image of Def (Xˆ /′ ;0).
We have (Xˆ t=Xt) = i because t ∈Yi. Then (Xˆ /′ ;0=X ) = (Xˆ t=Xt) = i, and hence t ∈
⋃
i Def (Xˆ ).
Moreover, we have t ∈⋃(Xˆ =X )¿i Def (Xˆ )−
⋃
(Xˆ =X )¿i+1 Def (Xˆ ). In fact, if t ∈Def (Xˆ ) for a projec-
tive small partial resolution Xˆ with (Xˆ =X )¿i, then we can choose an analytic curve 1 ⊂ Def (Xˆ )
passing through t and 0 in such a way that there is a 3at deformation Xˆ → 1 of Xˆ and a bira-
tional morphism ? from Xˆ to X ×Def (X ) 1. Since (Xˆ =X )¿i, we have (Xˆ t=Xt)¿i, which is a
contradiction.
Finally, we show that if t ∈⋃(Xˆ =X )¿i Def (Xˆ )−
⋃
(Xˆ =X )¿i+1 Def (Xˆ ), then t ∈Yi. By the assumption,
t ∈Def (Xˆ ) with a projective small resolution Xˆ → X for which (Xˆ =X ) = i. Thus, #(Xt)¿ i. On
the other hand, #(Xt)6 i because t ∈
⋃
(Xˆ =X )¿i+1 Def (Xˆ ). Hence, we are done.
(3) Assume that Yi has a singular point t. Since Def (Xˆ ) is a smooth sub-variety of Def (X )
for every projective small partial resolution Xˆ of X , there are at least two diGerent irreducible
components of OY i which contain t, say, Def (Xˆ 1) and Def (Xˆ 2), for which (Xˆ 1=X ) = (Xˆ 2=X ) = i.
This means that there are two diGerent projective small partial resolutions X ′t and X ′′t of Xt , for which
Def (X ′t ) =Def (X ′′t ) as a sub-variety of Def (Xt). Let W ′ (resp. W ′′) be a Q-factorialization of X ′t
(resp. X ′′t ). Then W ′ and W ′′ are both Q-factorializations of Xt , and hence they are connected by
a 3op. It is proved by Koll>ar and Mori [17, (11:10)] that Def (W ′) ∼= Def (W ′′). This, in particular,
implies that (W ′=Xt)¿(X ′t =Xt) = i. However, this is absurd because #(Xt) = i.
(4) Let t ∈ OY i; j − Yi; j and let Yk;l be the stratum which contains t. By (2) we have t ∈Def (Xˆ )
for a small projective partial resolution Xˆ of X with (Xˆ =X )¿i. Hence we have k ¿ i. We shall
show that Yk;l ⊂ OY i; j. If this is proved, then the result immediately follows because Yk;l and Yi; j
have no intersections. Suppose that Yk;l is not contained in OY i; j. There is a Q-factorialization W of
Xt such that Yk;l coincides with Def (W ) around t. On the other hand, since t ∈ OY i; j, there is a small
projective partial resolution Xˆ of X with (Xˆ =X )= i such that t ∈Def (Xˆ ). In other words, there is a
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one-dimensional curve C in Def (X ) passing through t and 0, and there is a one-dimensional family of
small partial resolutions ? : Xˆ→ XC . Here, XC :=X×Def (X )C and Xˆ 0=Xˆ . Let us consider Xˆ t . By def-
inition, Def (Xˆ t) ⊂ OY i; j. Take a Q-factorialization W ′ of Xˆ t . We note that W ′ is a Q-factorialization
of Xt . Since Def (W ′) ⊂ Def (Xˆ t), we have Def (W ′) ⊂ OY i; j. This implies that Def (W ) =Def (W ′).
But this is a contradiction because Def (W )=Def (W ′) for any two Q-factorialization W and W ′ of
Xt by Koll>ar–Mori [17, (11:10)].
De#nition 2.4. X is called maximal if; for any small projective partial resolution Xˆ (=X ) of X;
Def (Xˆ )→ Def (X ) is not a surjection.
We have the following criterion for the maximality.
Theorem 2.5. Let {p1; : : : ; pl} ⊂ Sing(X ) be the ordinary double points on X and let f :Z → X
be a small (not necessarily projective) partial resolution of X such that Ci:=f−1(pi) ∼= P1 and
that f is an isomorphism over X −{p1; : : : ; pl}. Then the following three conditions are equivalent:
(1) X is maximal;
(2) X is smoothable by a Cat deformation;
(3) there is a relation in H2(Z;C) :D+i[Ci] = 0 with +i =0 for all i.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) X has a 3at deformation to a Calabi–Yau threefold Y with only ordinary double
points by [24; Theorem 2:4]. Let Yj 4 be the germ of a singular point qj ∈Y . We may assume that
D#(Yj) = #(Y ) by [24, Corollary 3:13]. If Y has a singularity, then #(Y )¿ 0, which implies that a
general point of Def (X ) corresponds to a non-Q-factorial Calabi–Yau threefold. Hence, there is a
projective small partial resolution Xˆ of X such that Def (Xˆ ) ∼= Def (X ) by applying Proposition 2:3
to Def (X ). This contradicts the maximality of X . So Y must be a smooth Calabi–Yau threefold.
(2) ⇒ (1) This is obvious because smooth Calab–Yau threefold Y has no small partial resolutions
except for Y itself.
(3) ⇒ (2) First we shall show that all non-ordinary double points of X are smoothed by a 3at
deformation of X . Let g :X→ / be a 3at deformation of X over a one-dimensional disc such that
g−1(0) = X and such that a general ber g−1(t):=Y (t =0) has only ordinary double points with
D#(Yj) = #(Y ) (cf. [24, Corollary 3:13]). Suppose that, under the 3at deformation, a non-ordinary
double point p∈X splits into a nite number of ordinary double points q1; : : : ; qm on Y . By the
assumption, a Q-factorialization Yˆ → Y is a small resolution of the ordinary double points on Y . By
Proposition 2:3, there is a projective birational morphism ? : Xˆ → X which satises (a) ?0 : Xˆ → X
is a small partial resolution of X , and (b) ?t is the Q-factorialization of Y for t =0. Dene n to be
the number of the irreducible components of ?−10 (p). Then we have m¿n by Lemma 1.9. Hence
the curves Di:=?−1t (qi)(16 i6m) are not numerically independent on Xˆ t , which contradicts the
assumption D#(Yj) = #(Y ).
We shall next prove that all ordinary double points are smoothed by a suitable 3at deformation
of X . Let Xi be the germ of a ordinary double point pi ∈X . Let  :W → Z be a resolution of
4 This Yj has no relationship with Yi in Propositions 1.7 and Proposition 2:3.
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singularities such that −1(Z − Sing(Z)) ∼= Z − Sing(Z). Let E be the exceptional divisor of .
Then the exceptional locus of f ◦  is a disjoint union of Ci’s and E. We have the following exact
commutative diagram (cf. [24, Theorem 1:3])
2.6.
By the assumption of (3), there is an element H∈Ker(@) whose ith component Hi are all non-zero
for 16 i6 l. Then there is an element ∈H 1(X − Sing(X );FX ) such that +()i ∈H 2pi(X ;FX ) ∼=
Ext1(E1Xi ;OXi) are all non-zero by (2:6). Since any innitesimal deformation of X is unobstructed,
rst-order deformation of X corresponding to the  can be realized. Hence we are done.
It follows from the above two observations that X is smoothable by a 3at deformation because
Def (X ) is smooth (in particular, irreducible).
(2) ⇒ (3) Assume that there is a positive integer k6 l and all relations in H2(Z ;C) are of the
form Di¿k+1+i[Ci] = 0 for some +i’s. Let f′ :Z ′ → X be a small partial resolution of X obtained by
contracting the curves Ci (i¿ k +1) on Z to points. We shall show that Def (Z ′) ∼= Def (X ). If this
is proved, then we see that the ordinary double points pi ∈X (i6 k) are not smoothed by any 3at
deformation of X because (−1;−1)-curves Ci (i6 k) are stable under any 3at deformation of Z ′.
In the diagram (2:6) choose an element H∈Ker(@). We denote by Hi ∈H 2Ci(W;E2W ) its ith com-
ponent and denote by HE ∈H 2E(W;E2W ) its other component. The assumption implies that Hi are all
zero for 16 i6 k. Hence, for an arbitrary element ∈H 1(X − Sing(X );FX ), we see that the ith
component +()i of +() are all zero for 16 i6 k. Next, we set Xˆ
′
=X − (Sing(X )−{p1; : : : ; pk})
and consider the following exact commutative diagram
Since +′ = 0, one has an isomorphism H 1(Z ′ − Sing(Z ′);FZ′) ∼= H 1(X − Sing(X );FX ). By [17,
(12:5:6)] these are isomorphic to the tangent spaces to Def (Z ′) and Def (X ) at the origin, respectively.
As Def (Z) and Def (X ) are both smooth, we conclude that Def (Z ′) ∼= Def (X ).
When X is not maximal, one has the following.
Theorem 2.7. Let X be not maximal. Then there is a (not necessarily unique) small projective
partial resolution Xˆ of X such that Xˆ is maximal and Def (Xˆ ) ∼= Def (X ). In this situation;
let Xˆ (resp. X) be the universal family over Def (Xˆ ) (resp. Def (X )). Then there is a projective
birational morphism ? from Xˆ to X. For general t ∈Def (X ); Xt has only ordinary double points
and ?t : Xˆ t → Xt is a small resolution of Xt .
Proof. This is already shown in the proof of Theorem 2.5 (especially in the (1)⇒ (2) part).
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Remark 2.8. Let X be a Calabi–Yau threefold with terminal singularities. Assume that X has a
small projective resolution  : Xˆ → X . Then Exc() consists of a nite disjoint union of trees of
rational curves. In this situation; the following problem would be of interest.
Problem. When does Xˆ have a Cat deformation such that each tree of rational curves split up
into mutually disjoint (−1;−1)-curves?
We shall remark that this does not hold in general. Let X(1; ) → X be a small projective resolution
of the example in the Introduction. Let pi ∈X be one of the six singular points of X , V a good
representative of the germ (X; pi), and Vˆ the inverse image of V by the small resolution. The small
resolution Vˆ → V is the same as that of Example 1.11. The Kuranishi space Def (Vˆ ) of Vˆ is
smooth, and dimDef (Vˆ ) = 1. The one-parameter deformation Vˆ of Vˆ constructed in Example 1.11
is a semi-universal family over Def (Vˆ ). But such a deformation is not realized as a localization of
any deformation of X(1; ). In fact, if there is such a 3at deformation of X(1; ), then there should be
a 3at deformation of X which induces the deformation V → /′ of V described in Example 1.11.
Note that a general ber Vt of this 3at deformation has three ordinary double points. Recall that
any small deformation of X is of the form St1 ×P1 St2 , where St1 (resp. St2) is a rational elliptic
surface obtained as a small deformation of S. The variety St1 ×P1 St2 has singular points only when
both of St1 → P1 and St2 → P1 have singular bers over a common point q∈P1. Under any small
deformation of S → P1 to St → P1, a singular ber of type II splits up into at the most two singular
bers of type I1. Therefore, any small deformation of X induces a small deformation of V where
the singular point of V splits up into at the most two ordinary double points. This is absurd.
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